The EL9227 overcurrent protection terminals convince with integrated condition monitoring capabilities and enable an increased system availability and reduced costs at the same time.

System-integrated overcurrent protection in the EtherCAT I/O system

In the EL922x EtherCAT Terminal series, Beckhoff has directly integrated electronic overcurrent protection to safeguard 24 V DC system components in the highly compact EtherCAT I/O system. In comparison with currently available protection devices, costs and space requirements in control cabinets can be reduced without having to use a conventional, inflexible stand-alone system. With an extended range of settings and process data options, the EL9227 EtherCAT Terminals meet the most diverse requirements and enable transparent system monitoring.

The EL9227 overcurrent protection terminals convince with integrated condition monitoring capabilities and enable an increased system availability and reduced costs at the same time.

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/el922x